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Book Review and Recommendation 

“Forex Patterns and Probabilities” is a good book for beginners or relatively inexperienced traders.   

It covers the absolute basics, and provides valuable recommendations and general guidance. The 

largest sections of the book, and the real appeal of the content, are descriptions of two trending 

strategies and three or four non-trending strategies.  The trading strategies are good, not complicated, 

and explain many elements of a good set-up in a way that should be clear to beginners.  (Skip the 

first 50 pages if you have any knowledge of trading or the forex market whatsoever). 

In my opinion, the obvious and best way to present the trade strategies would have been to use a 

consistent format, to summarise the strategy in a trading plan structure at the end of the chapter and 

to explain clearly why there are different money management and target strategies in each.  

Unfortunately, the descriptions of each strategy are inconsistent, the money management is patchy at 

best, and Mr. Ponsi doesn't explain clearly why some of the differences in particular elements of the 

strategies exist (although he does sometimes for some elements).  For a more experienced trader this 

isn't a major problem, but for the types of traders who need the basics in Section 1 this makes the 

strategies less beneficial.  I was surprised that there is not more on money management or record 

keeping which would have made it a more comprehensive text.   

Despite the shortcomings, I recommend the book for beginners and for those wanting to see some 

straightforward strategies.  A summary of lessons learned and some quotes from the book are 

detailed below. 

Audience – The book is written for beginner and possibly intermediate traders, and was a little 

inconsistent in its pitch – sometimes presuming no knowledge and sometimes presuming a little 

experience.  

Title – The words “patterns” and “probabilities” in the title don't do a great job of describing the 

contents in my opinion, as there are limited patterns and almost nothing on probabilities.  Certainly 

there are much better and more substantial books on both chart patterns, and the mathematics or 

probabilities of trading and money management.  The book is really an introduction to forex and 

trading for beginners which provides 6 or so straightforward trade set-ups and some general advice.  

The subtitle, Trading Strategies for Trending and Range-bound Markets, is a fair description of the 

types of uncomplicated set-ups that Mr. Ponsi covers in chapters 8 to 16, and would have probably 

been a better title.   
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Disclosure – Nothing to disclose, I do not know Mr. Ponsi and have no affiliation with him nor his 

company FxEducator.  I bought the book myself on Amazon.co.uk.  If you go the “Gift Shop” 

section of stoictrading.wordpress.com you can click through to Amazon.com or Amazon.co.uk to 

purchase it.   

 

Lessons Learned or Reinforced in Forex Patterns and Probabilities 

Trade Management:  

 Many of Mr. Ponsi's strategies have a two target exit strategy and move stops to break even at the 

first target.  

Trade Identification:  

 Don't fish for minnows.  

 Traders have to be nimble and adapt to changing environments (trend/non-trend) by using the 

right strategy at the right time.  A currency pair that is trending now will eventually begin trading 

in a range or move into a consolidation phase.   

 The spread is a formidable opponent, and pairs that have wide spreads are suited only to long 

term trading. 

Record Keeping: 

 [There was very little in the book about record keeping] 

Psychology: 

 The markets have a funny way of temporarily rewarding us for doing the wrong thing.  

General: 

 Most good trading strategies begin with a market tendency. 

 Strive to be a good trader. Don't judge trading on any particular result, but on whether you are 

following proper procedure.  

 A 2% per month consistent return is 27% annualised and would put you in the top tier of all asset 

managers.  

 

Quotes from Forex Patterns and Probabilities 

P45. “The spread is a formidable opponent, and pairs that have wide spreads are suited only to long 

term trading.”  p117, “The spread is your number one obstacle to profitability, and the more often 

you pay it, the more of your money you are giving to the market maker.” p117. “Don't fish for 

minnows.” 

p55. “Here is one thing you must realize: markets change. A currency pair that is trending now will 

eventually begin trading in a range or move into a consolidation phase.  Traders have to be nimble 

and adapt to this changing environment by using the right strategy at the right time.” [Using the right 

strategy at the right time is impossible to do since the future is unknowable, but one should expect 

these changes and try to recognize them as early as possible]  
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p66. “It is very tempting to try to guess at which point the trend will reverse, but this is exactly what 

we want to avoid doing.” 

p69. Multiple Time Frame Strategy: Identify a trending pair on a long term chart; enter only in the 

direction of the trend.  On a shorter term chart, enter on retracement to support (long) or resistance 

(short) or 38/50 fib retracement or when an oscillator suggests that price is about to go back in the 

direction of the trend. Exit in two to three portions; T1= 1R, T2= round number or 

support/resistance. 

P81. “Amateurs are concerned with how much they can make, while professionals are concerned 

with how much they can lose.” 

p82. “If we create good plans and execute them properly and on a consistent basis, we will be miles 

ahead of most [retail] traders.” 

p90. “The markets have a funny way of temporarily rewarding us for doing the wrong thing.” 

p99. FXEd Set-up: Daily chart - Identify strong trend when 10/20/50/200 EMAs are lined up, filter 

by waiting for 10 daily candles to open and close on the trend side of the 10EMA.  Enter at the 

10EMA, stop at 0.5 daily ATR trailed on each new candle/day. Trade is based on tendency for 

institutional traders to add to positions at 10 day EMA (doesn't necessarily work on other time 

frames).    

P145-146. “In the case of an ascending triangle, the bulls are gaining strength and buying at higher 

and higher levels...the odds favour a breakout to the downside.  In the case of a descending triangle, 

the bears are gaining strength...the odds favour a breakout to the downside.” 

p149. “A breakout that occurs at a time of high volume is legitimate [say liquid NY/LON sessions], 

and a breakout that occurs at a time of low volume is suspect [say overnight/Sunday night].”  

p169. “Most good trading strategies begin with a market tendency; traders notice that the market 

tends to behave in a certain way, and then they create a strategy that seeks to capitalise on this 

tendency.” 

p169 The Squeeze Play: watch for reducing volatility (decreasing ATR, or swing low ATR) and 

consolidation price patterns like wedges, ascending/descending triangles, rectangles. Trade breakout 

with two targets: at fib extensions or round numbers or support/resistance levels.   

p173. summary: When volatility is falling, prepare for a breakout in either direction. p175. “The 

longer the amount of time spent in the consolidation phase, the stronger the breakout tends to be.” 

p181. The Round Trip: fade strong move away from 20 EMA on M5, M10, or M15 chart when it 

touches a big round number.  Fade the first touch of a round number back to its 20-period MA 

because there tend to be a number of limit orders at the round number causing an initial bounce.  

Countertrend, small but reliable.  Stop at approx 15 pips, T1 set to 1R, T2 at 20-period MA or 

another support/resistance level.  

p183. “The first bounce is the best bounce.” 

p201. The Boomerang [i.e. reversion to the mean]: fade moves of x pips away from opening price or 

MA during Asian hours as they often revert; assume that any directional move is false since liquidity 

is low.  

P213. “Achieving a goal of just 1% per month would put you well ahead of most traders” [13% 

annual return].  “Consistency is the key.” [2% per month is 27% annual return] 
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p217. “It is in the trading coach's best interest [if he is an introducing broker] (and the market makers 

best interest) to have you placing as many trades as possible. Think about that the next time a so-

called trading instructor tries to convince you to shoot for 10 or 15 pips per trade.”  

p217. Calculation showing that a trade with 10 pip stop loss and 10 pip target with 3 pip spread is 

about 1.89:1 odds or nearly 2:1 against.   p221. “Do hedge funds and institutional traders chase after 

10-15 pip gains?  Many big fish are only satisfied with gains of thousands of pips, trades that push 

the odds of success as close to 50-50 as possible.”  

p230. “Hypothetical returns are not created from actual trading, and are usually the result of back 

testing [and data fitting which is easy to do and almost never is a good estimate of how the strategy 

will work in the future].” 

p234. “Amateurs are concerned with how much money they can make, and professionals are 

concerned with how much money they can lose.” 

p237. “Strive to be a good trader. Don't judge trading on any particular result, but on whether you 

are following proper procedure. Did you follow a predetermined plan? Did you place the stop 

correctly and sensibly? Do you have an exit strategy?” 

 

.  .  .  end  .  .  . 

 

If you go the “Gift Shop” section of http://stoictrading.wordpress.com you can click through to 

Amazon.com or Amazon.co.uk to purchase the book. 
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